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a b s t r a c t

Monte Carlo simulations are frequently used to describe electron–matter interaction in the 0–50 keV
energy range. It often takes hours to simulate electron microscope images using first-principle physical
models. In an attempt to maintain a reasonable speed, empirical models are sometimes used.

We present an open-source software package with first-principle physical models, which can run
on GPUs for fast results. Typical electron microscope images can be obtained in minutes instead of
hours on consumer-grade hardware, without any loss of accuracy.

© 2020 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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1. Motivation and significance

The interaction of 0–50 keV electrons with matter is of great
nterest in several fields of science. For example, scanning elec-
ron microscopes (SEMs) are used as metrology tools by the
emiconductor industry to study process parameters such as crit-
cal dimension (CD) and line-edge roughness (LER). As device
eatures shrink below 20nm, understanding the image formation
rocess in SEMs becomes increasingly important. Additionally,
he manner in which electrons propagate through photoresist
efines the CD and LER in both electron-beam lithography and
xtreme ultraviolet lithography. Furthermore, electron-beam in-
uced patterning is a promising technique for high-resolution
atterning within an SEM. In these techniques, slow electrons
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emitted from the substrate dissociate precursor gas molecules to
induce deposition or etching. A better understanding of electron
scattering and secondary electron emission is crucial to advancing
each of these techniques.

The Monte Carlo method is frequently used to simulate the
cascade of electrons in matter [1–8]. Unfortunately, this soft-
ware is often not publicly or freely available, or uses outdated
physical models. Full Monte Carlo simulations are also slow,
often taking hours per simulation run even on modern multi-
core CPUs. This has led to the development of several semi-
empirical models [3,9,10] to trade accuracy for speed. Verduin
et al. [11] demonstrated that Monte Carlo simulations, using
semi-empirical scattering models, can be accelerated using GPU
hardware. We have designed an open-source software package
with first-principle physical models that can run either on GPUs
or multi-core CPUs.

From a physical perspective, we make broadly similar assump-

tions as most Monte Carlo simulators. An electron is treated
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s a classical point particle, scattering through the volume of
he material in discrete events. The electron is treated as if it
s in free flight between such events. We also assume that all
lectrons can be treated independently. We distinguish three
asic types of physical processes: inelastic scattering, elastic scat-
ering and material boundary crossing. The first two take place
n the bulk of the material; the latter represents interactions
t the interface between two materials. Several models exist
n literature to describe the mean free path between scattering
vents, as well as the detailed scattering behaviour (e.g. energy
oss, deflection) when an event takes place. By default, we use
enn dielectric function algorithm [12,13] to describe inelastic
cattering. Secondary electron generation from the valence band
nd the corresponding deflection of the primary electron are
reated by the method of Mao et al. [14]. Secondary electron
eneration from inner shells is treated as described by Kieft &
osch [3] and Verduin [8]. Binding energies of inner shells, as
ell as their ionization cross sections, are taken from the LLNL
valuated Electron Data Library [15]. For elastic scattering, we use
ott scattering calculated by ELSEPA [16] for energies > 200 eV,
lectron–acoustic phonon scattering as described by Schreiber
nd Fitting [17] for energies < 100 eV, and interpolation in

between. When electrons cross a boundary between materials, a
simple quantum mechanical step function model [18] is used. In
addition to these models, the semi-empirical model by Kieft &
Bosch [3] is available in our software. This comprises modified
inelastic and boundary crossing models. Situations that rely on
the wave properties of electrons, such as diffraction experiments,
cannot be described due to the physical approximation of the
electron as a point particle. Auger de-excitation and incoherent
X-ray scattering are not currently supported, but planned for
the near future. Due to the assumption that all electrons are
independent, charging effects cannot be described.

The simulator has been designed to be flexible to use. It
does not attempt to make any assumptions about the intended
use case. For example, it can be used to simulate secondary
electron (SE) and backscattered electron (BSE) SEM images, sec-
ondary electron yields, or the reflected electron energy distribu-
tion. Amongst others, this software package has been used to
probe the angle dependence of secondary electron emission for
the design of microchannel plates [19]. Possible future work may
investigate the influence of surface roughness on electron yield.
The software has also been used to understand the relationship
between sidewall roughness and measured line-edge roughness
in top-down SEM images [20]. This study involved a large pa-
rameter sweep which would not have been feasible without the
simulator’s GPU support.

2. Software description

The Monte Carlo simulator works as follows. At the beginning
of an iteration, an electron has a known position, direction and
energy. If the electron is in vacuum, it cannot scatter elastically
or inelastically, and it is moved to the next intersection with
a material boundary in a straight line. If the electron is in a
material, the elastic and inelastic scattering processes are probed
for random free path lengths. The exact distance of travel to the
next event is a random number, typically given by the exponen-
tial Lambert–Beer law, with the mean free path depending on
the electron’s energy. The nearest of the three events (elastic,
inelastic or boundary crossing) is chosen. The electron is moved in
a straight line to the next event, and the event is performed. The
outcome of the event is, in general, random. A material boundary
crossing may involve reflection, refraction and/or an energy gain
due to the difference in inner potential between the materials. In
the semi-empirical model of Kieft & Bosch, an electron may also

be absorbed at an interface. A scattering event in the bulk of the
material may involve a deflection of the electron or energy loss.
Inelastic events may create a secondary electron (SE). If an SE is
created, it is added to the list of active electrons and processed in
the same way as the primary electron. The procedure mentioned
here is repeated until an electron reaches a detector, or its energy
drops to an insufficient level to leave the material.

Our Monte Carlo simulator takes three types of input:

• The geometry, which is provided as a list of triangles plus
the materials on either side. These triangles represent the
interfaces between materials in the sample. The shape of the
detector is also part of the geometry, as a special ‘‘detector’’
material.

• The primary electrons, which are provided as a list where
each entry corresponds to one electron.

• Material file(s), one for each material in the sample. These
store detailed scattering cross sections describing the scat-
tering behaviour of electrons in each material.

The simulator’s output is a list of the position, direction and
energy of the detected electrons, as well as tags to identify the
corresponding input electron. This list may be post-processed
to obtain the desired final output, which could, for example, be
an SEM image or an energy spectrum. The detectors are ideal-
ized ‘‘electron counters’’ with 100% efficiency. Realistic detectors,
e.g. in an electron microscope, have a complex setup-dependent
sensitivity to the electron’s emission energy and angle, which
we do not include (but may be included by the user in a post-
processing step). For the convenience of the user, we do include
specialized ‘‘SE’’ and ‘‘BSE’’ detectors, which are implemented as
simple energy filters at 50 eV.

2.1. Software architecture

The software package consists of two main components: the
simulator (Nebula) and a material file generation tool (cstool,
short for ‘‘[scattering] cross section tool’’). The flow of data is
depicted in Fig. 1.

Cstool takes material parameters as a human-readable text
file, computes and compiles scattering cross sections for that
material and stores the output in a file. Cstool is intended to be
run once for each material of interest. It depends on the software
package ELSEPA [16], which needs to be compiled and installed
by the user. It automatically downloads additional required input
from the LLNL Evaluated Electron Data Library [15]. The material
files can contain data for multiple physical models. By default,
they store data for both the inelastic models of Penn and Kieft &
Bosch.

In addition to material files, Nebula takes the geometry and
primary electrons as input. The geometry is provided as a list
of triangles, represented in text format. The positions of the
detectors are part of the geometry. The primary electrons are also
input as a list, but the data is stored in a simple binary format
to save disk space and speed up creation and loading. A primary
electron is defined by its starting position, initial direction of
movement, and energy. Each primary electron may also be tagged
with two integers. These do not change throughout the electron’s
lifetime, and are passed on to all SEs that the primary electron
creates. For example, these tags can be used to represent the pixel
in the SEM image that the electron belongs to. The simulator’s
output is a list of electrons in the same file format as the primary
electrons. It stores the electrons’ position, direction and energy at
the instant the detector is reached.

The file format of geometry and electron files has been deliber-
ately kept simple with the intention that users will write scripts
2
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the data flow in the software. Nebula is the main simulator, Cstool compiles scattering cross sections for a material.

Fig. 2. Illustration of the CPU–GPU split in Nebula. Drivers are responsible for managing the electrons in the simulation. Physics code is shared between CPU and
GPU versions. A gpu template parameter is passed to the data storage classes, which copy data to the GPU if necessary.

o generate their own input. Example scripts are provided with
he software for the user’s convenience.

Parallelization on the GPU is achieved by the method of Ver-
uin et al. [11]. Each thread is assigned a single electron. As
ynamic memory allocation is not possible in a CUDA kernel,
ome ‘‘electron slots’’ must be empty so that SEs can be ac-
ommodated when ionization events take place. Meanwhile, the
act that there are different types of scattering events, each with
ifferent code to execute, potentially leads to severe warp di-
ergence. Both these issues are solved by introducing a sorting
tep after the next event was chosen but before it is performed.
lectrons which will undergo inelastic events (and may create an
E) are put at the front, empty slots are at the back. This makes an
mpty slot for the SE easy to find, and warp divergence is reduced
ecause all inelastic, elastic and boundary crossing events are
lustered.
Parallelization on the CPU is much simpler than on the GPU.

ach thread is assigned a primary electron, and each thread
aintains a list of SEs.
We wanted to share common code (such as that used for

he physical models, or the collision checking with the geom-
try) as much as possible between the CPU and GPU versions
f the simulator. This is possible thanks to the syntactic sim-
larity between C++ and CUDA. The algorithmic differences in
arallelization between CPU and GPU devices complicate matters,
owever. Our solution is to move the algorithm-specific code
nto ‘‘drivers’’. These are responsible for managing the electrons:
ccepting new electrons to be simulated, and extracting electrons
hat reached a detector. They also query the physical models for
ree path lengths, move the electrons to their new positions, and
all the physical models to perform the events. The GPU driver is
lso responsible for the sorting step. The drivers pass a template
arameter specifying whether the code is to be run on a GPU to
he classes that handle the scattering physics. The physics classes
o not use this parameter directly, but they pass it to utility
lasses for storing large amounts of data. If the simulation runs

on a GPU, this data needs to be explicitly copied to the device.
This organization is depicted in Fig. 2.

Physical models are chosen at compile time and compiled into
the executable. This is also achieved by means of the template
system in C++. The driver takes the enabled physical models as
a variadic template parameter pack. We opted for this design
because it offers great flexibility for adding more physical models,
without unused code cluttering the executable.

2.2. Software functionalities

The following key features set Nebula apart from other simu-
lators:

• Nebula is fast, able to run on the GPU for speed or on
multi-core CPUs if there is no GPU available.

• Nebula is based on first-principle physical models. Some
other simulators employ empirical models to gain speed [3,
9,21].

• Two choices of physical models are included: a set of fully
physical models and the semi-empirical models of Kieft and
Bosch [3].

Nebula has been used for the following purposes, though its
use is not limited to these:

• To simulate SE and BSE SEM images [20,22].
• To obtain the positions of bond-breaking events in electron-

beam lithography resists.
• To simulate electron yields as a function of incidence angle,

energy and surface roughness [19]; as well as the emission
energy and angle [23].

3. Illustrative examples

A simple use case is presented in Fig. 3. Fig. 3a shows a
ring-like silicon structure on top of a silicon substrate. There
is a ‘‘detector box’’ around this structure to capture all emitted
3
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Fig. 3. (a) Illustration of a simple geometry, including the location of detectors. (b) Corresponding SE SEM image with a 1 keV beam.

Fig. 4. Illustration of the geometry studied in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5. Simulated SEM image of a dense line-space pattern. (a) shows the entire image, (b) shows a small section. Also shown in figure (b) are three contours: the
true shape of the top slice of the line, the outermost extrusion of the full height of the line, and the edge detected by a contouring algorithm.

electrons. The primary electrons from the SEM start just below
the main detector plane, above the sample surface. The corre-
sponding SE SEM image can be seen in Fig. 3b. Only < 50 eV
lectrons are counted in the image; the detector is an idealized
‘electron counter’’.

We also present a use case from the semiconductor world,
reviously published in [20]. The situation is illustrated in Fig. 4.
e are interested in a sample with a dense pattern of lines and

paces. The lines are made of PMMA, the substrate is silicon. The
ines have rough sidewalls. The sample is observed by a top-down
EM.
This simulation run features more than 10 million triangles

aking up the geometry and more than 200 million primary
lectrons at 300 eV landing energy. It took less than 10 min on an

Fig. 5b shows a small section, indicating the true position of the
top slice of the rough lines, the true position of the outermost
extrusion of the line over the full height, and a contour detected
in the SEM image. In the full study [20], we have shown that
the contour detected from the SEM image follows the outermost
extrusion of the line if the line is isolated (has no neighbours). In
this case of dense lines and spaces, however, some electrons do
not escape the lower regions between the lines. As a result, the
contour detected from the SEM image is in between the top slice
and the outermost extrusion.

4. Impact

The speed of the simulator makes it possible to perform large

vidia GTX1080. The resulting SEM image can be seen in Fig. 5a. systematic studies that were not previously feasible. Our method

4
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able 1
peed comparison of the GPU simulation method compared to CPU simulations.
e repeat the numbers of Verduin et al. [11], who replicated the physical
odels of Kieft et al. [3]. Their simulator ran on an Nvidia GTX480, the single-

hreaded CPU simulator of Kieft et al. [3] ran on an Intel Xeon X5650. We also
ompared Nebula to the simulator reported by Zou et al. [24]. We used the
ame physical models, sample (Au lines on a Si substrate), and electron beam
ettings. We used an Nvidia GTX1080, Zou et al. used an unspecified 10-core
PU.
Beam energy Single-thread CPU [3] GPU [11] Speedup

5keV 2w5d12h 32 m 894×
3keV 1w4d20h 22 m 796×
1keV 3d11h 10 m 538×
800 eV 2d17h 8 m 530×
500 eV 1d10h 5 m 472×
300 eV 15h16m 3 m 387×

Beam energy 10-core CPU [24] Nebula GPU Speedup

3keV 2 h 90 s 80×

of running the simulator on a GPU is similar to that of Verduin
et al. [11]. They report a considerable speedup when comparing
their simulator to a single-threaded version of the simulator by
Kieft et al. [3]. We found a similar speed difference between Neb-
ula and the 10-core in-house simulator reported by Zou et al. [24].
Full details are provided in Table 1.

The simulations presented in [20], which were also discussed
n the second illustrative example, took several days to complete
ith our simulator. Several additional months were spent on
imulations that were required for the investigation but did not
nd up in the final publication. It would have been impractical to
erform this study with a slower simulator. Previous authors [25,
6] investigated similar situations, but were limited to small
arameter sweeps. Our faster simulator allowed us to perform
much more thorough investigation. We were able to build a
eneral understanding of the simple situation where lines are
solated and show what changes when a dense pattern of lines
nd spaces is used.

. Conclusions

Nebula is a fast and accurate simulator of electron–matter
nteraction. It uses first-principle physics, can run on GPUs, but
lso works on CPUs when there is no GPU available. It has been
sed for a variety of different applications in the fields of electron
icroscopy, electron beam induced deposition, electron beam

ithography, and electron detection, both by academia and in-
ustry. Functionality will continue to be implemented as the
oftware is used, and physical models will be updated and added
s continuing research provides new insights into the field of
lectron scattering.
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